Abstract. Human activity recognition based on sensor data is one of the significant problems in pervasive computing. In recent years, deep learning has become the main method in this field due to its high accuracy. However, it's difficult to recognize activities of user B with the model trained for user A. The effect of transferring the model (among different users) is the key that restricts activity recognition in practice. At present, there is still little research on the transferring of deep learning model in this field. Its effect, principle and influencial factors remain to be studied. Therefore, we carried out the empirical study on the transferring of deep learning model among users. We visualized the features extracted from CNN and studied its distribution. We compared the feasibility, strengths and weaknesses of typical unsupervised and semisupervised transferring methods. The observations and insights in this study have deepened the understanding of transferring in activity recognition field and provide guidance for further research.
Introduction
Human activity recognition is rapidly emerging in the field of pervasive computing. The main data sources are divided into two categories: sensor data and audio image data. Audio image data is easy to recognize, but it is restricted to scenes, the layout of device, and personal privacy issues. With the rapid development of sensors, the smaller, more precise and accurate sensors are incorporated into people's lives. Sensors become a mainstream tool in the field of activity recognition because they are easy to install, easy to collect and easy to integrate quickly. The research study analyzes the activity recognition based on sensor data. In the area of activity recognition, we study the transferring of deep learning model among different users.
When we used sensor data based on different people for training model, we found that if training set and test set belonged to the same set of people, we could get a better accuracy. If they belonged to different sets, the accuracy would drop dramatically. In [1] , L1O method was used. (L1O method refers to the test set which is one person's activity data, and this person's data do not participate in the training of the model.) When L1O method is used to evaluate the model, the accuracy of classification will fall about 5% to 20%. Therefore, we hope that the model trained by the data of training set can well identify the activities of people who do not participate in training. At the same time, we hope that through the transferring method, we can improve the accuracy of recognizing different people in the test set.
The application of transferring learning in activity recognition includes the transfer in different data sets and the transfer among different people in activity recognition. [2] [3] are studying of a transfer in different data sets of activity recognition, [4] implements the transfer scenes based on different settings in Wi-Fi location, [5] [6] [7] implement the transfer among users. All of these papers used traditional machine learning with transferring methods.
However, the traditional machine learning methods of activity recognition have the following disadvantages. Most machine learning methods rely on manual feature extraction heavily, which is often limited by professional knowledge. Moreover, people generally only know some shallow features of 2 Related Work
Activity Recognition
With their wide spread as well as the increasing number of sensors in them and the constantly improving functions, smartphones have greatly assisted in the recognition of human activities in the field of life, medical field and sports field. The body's gait monitoring was performed in [11] to detect the degree of alcohol consumption. In [12] , environmental sensors and object sensors, such as RFID tags, were combined with commonly used items in daily life to study the daily activity recognition in smart home. [13] used the RFID tag technology to observe the patient's physical reaction or the symptom of disease, and to assist the emergency personnel to carry on the corresponding treatment measure. [14] mainly evaluated the performance of a smartphone-based activity recognition classifier for monitoring healthy and stroke patients. [15] surveyed basketball activities in detail. [16] mainly studied the location of action and its recognition, and selected the video of the real sports competition as the data set.
Transfer Learning
In the real world, it is difficult for people to get lots of labeled data. Therefore, the researchers hope that the model trained by the source domain (a large amount of labeled data) can transfer to the target domain (unlabeled data or a small amount of labeled data), and the model can well classify in the target domain. In recent years, with the continuous development of machine learning and deep learning, transfer learning has made great achievements in many fields of application. For example, [17] studied the adaptive problem of structured language in the field of natural language processing, and the adaptive problem in image classification in computer vision [18] .
Transfer learning methods are mainly divided into instance-based transfer learning, feature-based transfer learning, and relation-based transfer learning. On the model side, the method of transfer learning is model-based transfer learning. [19] , [20] and [21] realized the instance-based transfer learning method, adjusted the weights of instances based on the source domain, screened the data with high similarity with the target domain, and then conducted training and learning. [22] and [23] proposed that feature-based transferring learning method is to transform the data of two domains into the same feature space through feature transformation, and then carry on the traditional deep learning or machine learning. [24] proposed the maximum mean difference (MMDE) to learn potential features in RKHS. [22] extended MMDE through Transmission Component Analysis (TCA) while learning a core in RKHS. In [25] and [26] , a relation-based transfer learning method was implemented by using the source domain to learn the logical relation grid and then applying it to the target domain. In [27] and [28] , a model-based transfer method was implemented. The model learned from the source domain was applied to the target domain and a new model was learned from the target domain.
Transfer Learning based on Activity Recognition
In [29] , a combination of naive Bayesian and Support Vector Machine (SVM) was proposed, which had better prediction accuracy for new users in activity recognition test set. [30] proposed a combination of EM algorithm and CRF, using physiological data to assist in the transfer in different data sets. In [3] , GMM was used to model the data and then GMM parameters were transferred. A decision tree was proposed in [5] to train a model for the first person, then identified the second person as a new user, and clustered to provide a pseudo-label for the second person through the clustering result to improve the accuracy of identifying new users constantly and iteratively. [10] proposed to apply deep learning and transfer learning in the field of activity recognition. In this paper, a 3-layer convolution neural network combined with a 1-layer lstm structure was proposed, through which fixed-layer fine-tuning method was applied to explore feature transfer ability.
Questions
This paper is mainly about the question of the deep learning model transferring among different people in the field of activity recognition. We found and raised some questions, and we wanted to answer these questions experimentally. 
Methods
In order to delve deeper into the transfer among different users and answer the questions above. We designed the following combination of methods to experiment. The research steps in this paper are shown in Fig. 1 , and according to the three steps, we answered six questions in Section 3. 1. Firstly, we use the convolutional neural network [8] [9] which is commonly used in activity recognition as basic model, we want to study the distribution of features extracted by this basic model. 2. Secondly, DANN [31] , which does not rely on target's labeled data, is used as an unsupervised transfer method. We choose this method because source and target in this question share the same classes. We want to research the change of accuracy and feature distribution before and after transferring. The limits, weaknesses and effect factors of this method are also very important.
3. Finally, we use the classical method called fine-tune with freezing layers of basic model. We want to study the transfer of CNN models with very little labeled target data and its effect and deficiencies.
Basic Deep Learning Network
This paper used convolutional neural network as the basic model. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2 , which contains convolution layer, pooling layer, fully connected layer, and Softmax classifier. We regarded a variety of sensor data as two-dimensional single-channel image data, that is, the input data is as follows, the data of different sensors are spliced into a matrix and taken as the input of the convolutional network, and then features are extracted through convolutional layers and pooling layers. Finally, Softmax classifier classifies human activities. 
Unsupervised Transfer Learning
In unsupervised transfer learning, we used the proposed DANN [31] model. It used the confusion of Source and Target fields to extract domain invariant features and classify them by using domain invariant features. Its structure is shown below. In Fig 3, Features is the feature extractor f=Gf(x,θf), the classifier Gy(.,θy), and the domain classifier Gd(.,θd). The training process of DANN network is firstly training the parameter θf and θd so that it can maximize the confusion of domain classifier loss in the field, so as to ensure that the extracted features have the domain invariance, and then the training label classifier minimizes the label classifier loss. So we get the loss function:
In the above formula, Ly is the loss function of the classifier and Ld is the loss function of the domain classifier. In the forward propagation, the gradient reverse layer is an identity transformation. In the process of back propagation, the parameter is multiplied by -λ and then transmitted to the previous layer. 
In the above formula μ is the learning rate, and λ is a hyper-parameter to control the classifier and domain classifier. Simply, DANN uses a lot of labeled data from Source to train tag classifiers. Put a Source tag (such as 0) for the Source data and a Target tag (1) for Target's unlabeled data. Use two-part data to train domain classifiers. We want the label classifier to have as small loss function value as possible to achieve the correct classification. We hope domain classifier loss function values as much as possible, in order to achieve confusion in the field. Until the model cannot distinguish whether the data belongs to Source or Target, we can extract the common features of the two domains. The two losses come adversarial. The basic CNN model we use is the one presented in Section 4.1.
Semi-supervised Transfer Learning
In the semi-supervised learning method, we used the most basic Fine-tune. [10] used a similar method to study the ability of CNN + LSTM to transfer among different people and used more labeled data.
We fixed the first layer of CNN, the second layer, and all three layers respectively, and non-fixed completely. The fixed layer is not involved in learning. In other similar experiments, unfixed layers tend to use random initialization, and we were not optimistic about the ability to train entirely new models with very little data. Therefore, we still used the parameters of Source's basic model, and these unfixed layers are involved in Fine-tune training. 
Distribution Of Features Extracted By CNN
With the visualization approach, we study the distribution of the sensor-based data extracted by CNN. We used UCI daily and sports dataset [32] and USC-HAD [33] dataset. UCI has a set of 8 users with 19 kinds of daily activities and sports. USC-HAD combines the data of 12 kinds of activities which are collected by acceleration and gyro from 14 users. Referring to [34] , we combine the elevator up and down activities into one activity. Therefore, we get 11 kinds.
We picked out two users from UCI and USC-HAD as U1(UCI) and H1(USC). With their respective 80% data, we trained two basic models separately. We changed the number of nodes in the last fully connected layer into 2. Therefore, the two-dimensional features of each activity were extracted through this layer, and their distribution can be observed in the two-dimensional coordinate axes. Admittedly, there is a little drop in accuracy. Sometimes only one user's data is very easy to get overfitted model. From Fig. 5 ., we can see: Several kinds of activity features are distributed very close and some have intersections. This can be considered that the distance between classes is too small. Here we give some explanations: We do not think this distance can simply be defined as the distance between feature centers. We see that the features are strip-shaped. We consider it as the distance between the center of close edges of the two types of features. Because here is a two-dimensional feature, Euclidean metric can be used to measure. The features extracted by CNN are often strip-shaped and the distribution of the same kind of activity tends to pull very long, which is the distance within classes(center-loss [35] ).
The following conclusions are drawn: Observation 1: The features of activity recognition data show that the distance between classes is small, and the distance within classes is large. Observation 2: Too small distance between classes may lead to the mixing of features and wrong recognition. Too large distance within the same class will make features on the edge more similar to other classes. These two aspects increase the difficulty of recognition. Observation 3: We cannot judge the similarity of activities by subjective feelings of people.
We also randomly selected U2 from UCI. U1 as Source, U2 as Target. Fig. 6 . Features of U2 extracted by U1 model.
From Fig. 6 ., we can see that the features extracted from U2 data by model trained with U1 are quite mixed and interlaced, which cannot be accurately classified. The lower accuracy is an inevitable result. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the transfer learning among different users. Observation 4: Because of the differences between data from different users, the models trained on A usually extract mixed features for most B and are difficult to recognize.
Analysis on Results of DANN
We picked out five people from each of the two data sets. Five of UCI are P1, P2, P4, P7, P8 and five of USC are P5, P6, P7, P8, P9.
One-To -One Transfer
We experimented with the individuals to perform one-to-one transfer within the same dataset. Everyone acted as source and target domain. We used 80% of data from source to train the label classifier and 80% of data from target as unlabeled data to make domain fully confused. Every one-to-one experiment was repeated five times. We also averaged the results which shared the same target users. In terms of the average and median of different source with the same target, there is an improvement overall, but the accuracy of DANN with different people is quite different, sometimes negative transfer occurs. And even using the same users, the results are not stable. Observation 5: DANN can improve the accuracy of target domain in one-to-one experiments, but selecting different people has a great impact on the result. It is a big limitation for practical use
We chose two users from UCI to take a deep look on the features. We call them Source and Target.
Target Accuracy：0.5675
Target Accuracy：0.6711 After adaptation, the model learnt the general features across source and target. It will classify target to the source classes where they have the most similar or closest features. However, the model cannot always make the right decisions because of small distances between classes (see the lower left corner in Fig. 8 ) and difference between users' actions. From Fig. 8 , it's clear that after DANN there are some classes of dark spots on which there are no red spots attached, while some others have a large number of red spots. From the confusion matrix (Fig. 9) , there are still several entire classes of activities which are totally wrong recognized after the adaptation. Negative migration may occur when it is difficult to recognize multiple types of activities.
Observation 6: We think it is quite difficult to correct the confusion of the entire class. We suspect it is the common phenomenon in unsupervised transfer learning and it's one of the weaknesses.
Several-To -One Transfer
We hope to explore the impact of the number of source users on transfer. Therefore, we increased the amount of source users. Firstly, in each dataset, we chose two users as source from the five individuals listed above. We simply doubled the data of the target to make the domains fully confused. We can see that by increasing the number of users in source, the mean and median of accuracy from the two datasets before and after DANN improved. But The result really depends on the users you selected. We continue to increase the number of users in source to 4.
Since there are only one combination of four-to-one for every target in the five users, we ploted the histogram. We repeat twice for each combination and calculated the mean accuracy. Fig. 11 . Accuracy of two-to-one experiments.
After using four users in source, the accuracy are further improved before and after transferring. Observation 7: Increasing the number of users in source can help the adaptation of DANN. However, the selection of users in source can have a huge impact on results. We think this is a big disadvantage.
Analysis on Results of Fine-tune

Study Under Very Few Data From Target
We still make use of UCI daliy and sports and USC-HAD. First of all, three users are selected from UCI (P1\P4\P7), Everyone acts as source and target. We use 80% data of source to train the base model. Use five target data of every class (19 classes have 95 data, occupies 1/60 of Target) as labeled data to fine-tune. The rest are used for test. Transferring among three people within the same dataset has six combinations. We calculated the mean accuracy of the six combinations for each frozen way. We repeated the experiment with USC-HAD dataset. Unlike UCI, it seems to perform best when the three layers are all frozen. Through the two results, we found that with the increase of the number of frozen convolutional layers, in fact, the change of accuracy is not large. We also find that the accuracy is not very stable, and there is a fluctuation from time to time. Observation 8: All the first three convolutional layers in the model can be general. Observation 9: Fine-tuning with few labeled data cannot be compared with DANN simply on accuracy. But when using a small number of labeled data, the transfer is less affected by the selection of users, which is better than unsupervised transfer.
Data Size and Change of Features Distribution
We set target to have 5,10,15 tags per class. The accuracy is shown below (Fig .12) . The general accuracy is rising. We changed the number of nodes in the former FC layer into 2 to observe the distribution features. We used 1/10 and 1/5 of data from target as the labeled data. We still used the source and target (U1\U2) in section 5 and froze the first two convolutional layers for experiment. 1/10 （acc 0.721） 1/5（acc 0.813） Fig. 14 . Distribution of target domain data feature before and after Fine-tuning.
After adding 1/10 tagged data to training, the situation of mixed feature has been improved, but its distribution is still partly mixed, which restricts the recognition accuracy rate.
We used 1/5 of data. Due to the help of two frozen layers from source model, the feature distribution of target is somewhat similar to source (Fig. 5) . By Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 14, we found that the distance between classes was increased, the distribution of features within the cluster became aggregated, and the degree of mixing lowered. Therefore, the difficulty of identification has been reduced. Observation 10: Increasing the size of labeled data will improve accuracy. Fine-tuning helps the model get the features of target data, changes it into a cluster within the class, separating from other classes. If you are interested in our experiment, you can contact us by email, we will open our experimental results and code.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we focused on transferring across different users within HAR, experimented with unsupervised and semi-supervised methods, and studied the change of distribution of features before and after the transfer. We came to the following insights to the questions in Section 4. Insight 1: We find that the sensor-based data extracted by CNN has small distance between classes and large discrepancy within the same class, which makes it difficult to recognize. (Observation 1 2 3) Insight 2: Due to the difference of actions among different people, the feature of user B which is extracted by model trained for user A is quite mixed and overlapped, so it is difficult to classify accurately. Transfer of the model is necessary. (Observation 4) Insight 3: The unsupervised approach does indeed have the effect on the transfer among different people. However, we also found that this type of method often leads to the wrong classification of the whole class. We think that this kind of error cannot be corrected only by narrowing the gap between source and target. It needs tagged data. And as we know, the unsupervised approach is not always effective, so the selection of user in source also plays an important role. Moreover, in the field of activity recognition, it is not easy to get a large amount of untagged data, which also requires human acquisition and noise processing. (Observation 5 6 7) . Insight 4: With the increase of fixed number of layers in fine-tune, the change of accuracy is not large and the accuracy is often unstable. We think that the first three convolutional layers have some general abilities of extracting features within HAR. (Observation 8) Insight 5: Freezing general layers and fine-tuning can be the foundation of semi-supervised methods; in the use of a small amount of tagged data in transferring, it can achieve the accuracy which is not inferior to that in the unsupervised methods. Moreover, its training speed and efficiency is much higher. It's far less affected by the selection of users. In HAR, we consider the cost of acquiring small amounts of labeled data far less than large amount of unlabeled data. We think that it is more appropriate to transfer with small amount of tagged data. (Observation 9) Insight 6: In the unsupervised DANN approach: We find that increasing the amount of data in the source domain has a significant contribution to the transfer. In fine-tuning, increasing the amount of tagged data will undoubtedly improve the transfer. (Observation 7 10) We find that, it will sometimes be unstable both in unsupervised and semi-supervised methods. We think this is related to the hyperparameters and the amount of data, so it still remains to be studied. Within the human activity recognition, we still insist that transferring across users is one of the most valuable approaches. From our conclusions, we argue that semi-supervised methods in transfer learning is more appropriate and efficient than unsupervised methods. This paper mainly focuses on experimental conclusions. In the future, we will study the theoretical basis about transferring among users.
